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Proposal 
While applied linguistics is a common English umbrella term including research on the 
teaching and learning of second languages, or second language studies, the term 
linguistique appliquée is no longer commonly used by scholars working in French, who 
prefer the term didactique des langues to highlight a focus on teaching rather than learning. 
Such divergences in research traditions in different AILA member countries have resulted in 
fragmentation of the field and often miscommunication. The Crosslinguistic perspectives on 
L2 studies network seeks to improve collaboration across French-speaking and English-
speaking scholarly communities by offering a forum for participants to compare terms and 
concepts in second language acquisition, second and foreign language teaching, educational 
linguistics, and didactique des langues (DDL) across the two languages.  
 
This symposium invites contributions on: 

• crosslinguistic research on epistemological, methodological, or historical traditions in 
French and English language education and intercultural studies; 

• comparative studies of French and English research in any subfield of applied 
linguistics related to the teaching and learning of the two languages and cultures 
(e.g., CALL, study abroad, teacher education, intercultural competence); 

• corpus linguistics research on terminology employed in French and English 
pedagogical reports, textbooks, or research publications in L2 studies and DDL. 

 
Featured speakers 
Martin Howard 
Jean-Paul Narcy-Combes 
 
50-word summary 
To explore overlaps and gaps in terms/concepts in L2 studies versus didactique des langues 
we invite contributions comparing French and English i) epistemological, methodological, or 
historical traditions; ii) research in any subfield of education in language and culture; iii) 
terminology in corpora drawn from pedagogical reports, textbooks, or research 
publications. 


